it possible for common inorganic matter, under certain circumstances of heat, moisture, &c., spontaneously to assume living organic forms of plants or animals, others clung tenaciously to the dictum, omnia ab ovo, and insisted that a preexisting living germ was essential to all living being. Aristotle believed that whenever a moist substance became dry, or a dry substance moist, animals were produced, and we find some of the poets accounting for the renovation of animal life after the deluge of Deuscaleon, by the There are much lower forms than this, which are continually generated in infusions or solutions of vegetable or animal matter exposed to the air, over the true origin of which a discussion is still going on. Among the most common of these is our ordinary mould, which is in truth as well defined a vegetable organism as the mushroom. The yeast plant is another of these microscopic plants, which invariably makes its appearance when sugar is passing into alcohol. After 
